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Abstract
Global optimization problems where evaluation of the objective function is an expensive operation arise frequently in engineering,
decision making, optimal control, etc. There exist two huge but almost completely disjoint communities (they have different journals,
different conferences, different test functions, etc.) solving these problems: a broad community of practitioners using stochastic
nature-inspired metaheuristics and people from academia studying deterministic mathematical programming methods.
Among deterministic methods, the main attention is dedicated to a family of derivative-free numerical algorithms applying spacefilling curves and adaptive diagonal partitions. A number of unconventional ideas, such as adaptive strategies for estimating Lipschitz
constant, balancing global and local information to accelerate the search, etc. are presented. Considered algorithms belonging to the
class of stochastic nature-inspired metaheuristics are the following: Particle Swarm Optimization, Firefly Algorithm, Artificial Bee
Colony, Differential Evolution, and Genetic algorithms.
In order to bridge the gap between these communities we propose a visual technique for a systematic comparison of global
optimization algorithms having different nature. Results of more than 800,000 runs on 800 randomly generated tests show that both
stochastic nature-inspired metaheuristics and deterministic global optimization methods are competitive and surpass one another
in dependence on the available budget of function evaluations.
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